**Synopsis**

The third edition of the Cohen Atlas is fully redesigned and expanded to reflect the state of the art and science in periodontic surgery. Each procedure is presented in a step-by-step methodology, and is supplemented by clinical case examples now enhanced with thousands of full-color images and illustrations. The new edition is more hefty, with new chapters and as with earlier editions Dr. Cohen succinctly outlines the advantages, disadvantages, and related challenges for each procedure. The goal of the atlas is to teach the novice, upgrade the skills of the average clinician, and act as a reference source for the experienced clinician. SPECIAL FEATURES Five new chapters in a section on Anterior Tooth Exposure discuss diagnosis to passive eruption 3000 clinical photographs 300 original color drawings
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**Customer Reviews**

This book is an excellent resource for learning periodontal surgery. The text includes treatment planning and scientific background information about the various procedures and techniques, as well as step-by-step instructions about how the procedures are performed. The photographs are high-quality and plentiful, showing detailed examples of many different procedures. I highly recommend this book for the surgically-oriented dentist.

This is a great book with lots of pictures. It gives you detailed illustrations on how to perform most periodontal surgical procedures. It also comes with a CD so you can put the whole book's content
on your laptop.


Dear books customer servicewhen I Made the order for this Book- Atlas of periodontal surgery-(Edward cohen, I was requesting an edition not older then 3 year(2007 or 2008). but you sent me a poor quality book of 1988 edition (too old).so i am not satisfied of this service really.and thanks

this is a kind of books that let you get in love with the periodontia, and the worl around it. Very good photos an very good ilustrative information about surgical procedures
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